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ABSTRACT This paper develops an original circuit theory of unfamiliar stop-band (SB) negative group
delay (NGD) topology. The proposed NGD topology is implemented without inductor component. The
developed theory is established with passive cell constituted by RC-network based high-pass (HP) and
low-pass (LP) NGD composite circuits. The analytical investigation of the SB-NGD circuit is introduced
from the elaboration of voltage transfer function (VTF). The canonical form enabling to identify SB-NGD
circuit is analytically expressed. The different SB-NGD characteristics as GD value, and, center and cutoff frequencies are innovatively formulated in function of the circuit resistor and capacitor components.
The existence condition of SB-NGD function is also established. The inductorless SB-NGD topology is
validated by a proof-of-concept (POC) circuit implemented by surface-mounted-device (SMD) component
based printed circuit board (PCB). The measured VTF magnitude and group delay (GD) are extracted from
the experimented S-parameters. A good agreement between the calculated, simulated and measured results
is obtained. The SB-NGD behavior has measured center frequency of about 32 MHz. The lower- and upperNGD cut-off frequencies are about 9.15 MHz and 98.3 MHz. The optimal NGD values at low and higher
frequencies are −3.25 ns and −56 ps.
INDEX TERMS Circuit theory, negative group delay (NGD), stop-band (SB) NGD function, passive cell,
inductorless topology.
I. INTRODUCTION

Since the invention of the integrated circuit, the design technology of modern electronic devices evolves spectacularly
with the tremendous expansion of semiconductor industry.
In spite of the technological progress, the modern electronic
and communication systems still suffer from undesirable
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Venkata Rajesh Pamula
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effects as signal noise and delay [1], [2]. The delay effects
are drastically limiting the performances of printed circuit
boards (PCBs) because of the influence of electrical interconnects [3]. In opposite of the negative effect, somehow the
group delay (GD) was exploited to design innovative RF and
microwave circuits [4].
To deal against the delay effects, tentative solutions were
proposed by using the negative group delay (NGD) function [5]–[8]. However, nowadays, compared to other classical
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electronic functions, the NGD is still not familiar to most of
design, fabrication, sell and research engineers. Therefore,
more pedagogical research works need to be done to make
the NGD engineering to be open to all electronic design
engineers. For the best comprehension, let start the present
study by a brief state of the art about the NGD electronic
engineering.
The NGD function was initially experimented in the area
of optical engineering [9], [10]. The initial experimentation was brilliantly carried out with negative group velocity
(NGV) optical media. Hence, by inspiring to the negative
refractive index (NRI) metamaterials [11], [12], the NGD
function was uncommonly verified in the area of microwave
engineering. But the results were less successful because the
typical metamaterial based NGD circuits were implemented
with periodical and cumbersome design structures. Consequently, the metamaterial NGD circuits were critically experimented with inherent losses. In addition, the unconventional
NGD principles often lead electronic designers to ask curious
questions notably about the NGD existence. To answer to
such curious question, further research effort is needed to
highlight the meaning of NGD function to non-specialist
electronic design engineers. The simplest manner to theorize
and classify the NGD function was introduced by considering the similarity with the filter behavior [13]. Different
classes as low-pass (LP) [14]–[16], high-pass (HP) [17] and
bandpass (BP) [18] NGD topologies were categorized. Last
two decades, the challenging design of low-attenuation and
compact BP NGD circuits attracted particularly the attention
of some electronic design and research engineers [18]–[26].
Therefore, a huge diversity of fascinating BP-NGD topologies was reported [18]–[26]. For example, by using absorptive
bandstop filter [20], a prescribed BP-NGD passive circuit
was designed; in [21], [22], an active transversal-filter-based
BP-NGD circuit was introduced. Some complex designs
showing BP-NGD function with signal interference techniques [23] were also investigated. Then, last ten years, significant NGD research works were performed to develop
a new family of BP-NGD distributed circuit based on
microstrip transmission lines (TLs) [24]–[26]. Innovative
design solutions of compact and low-attenuation BP-NGD
circuits were proposed with transmission-type [24], selfmatched [25] and defected plane structures [26].
Behind the significant interests on the BP-NGD microwave
circuit design, we would like to highlight further about other
different NGD topologies. With a wider research view on the
NGD topological investigation, we are wondering about the
designability of stop-band (SB) NGD novel circuit. The main
purpose of the present paper is to develop a novel circuit
theory of SB-NGD topology. The passive circuit is implemented by the cascade combination of HP-LP composite
NGD cells. In other words, it is important to emphasize that
the proposed SB-NGD topology does not use any inductor
lumped component and any resonance network. This original
NGD passive topology is implemented as inductorless circuit
only constituted by resistive and capacitive network. In brief,
100142

this research work introduces a remarkable contribution in the
area of circuit and system engineering which is never being
done before. The remarkable contributions are:
• An original theorization of SB-NGD inductorless circuit
without use of resonant circuit,
• The analysis and characterization of SB-NGD circuit
with the formulas of synthesis method,
• And the new design method of SB-NGD circuit based
on inductorless topology.
The present paper is organized in three sections as follows:
• Section II introduces the SB-NGD passive topology
under study. It is composed of HP- and LP-NGD composite cells. It acts as a first investigation of SB-NGD
circuit theory constituted by inductorless topology.
• Section III is focused on the SB-NGD analytical characterization. The theory is established by developing
a voltage transfer function (VTF) canonical form. The
main SB-NGD characteristics are formulated in function
of the constituting resistive and capacitive parameters.
• Section IV verifies the relevance of the SB-NGD theory
of inductorless topology. A proof-of-concept (PoC) of
LP-HP composite RC-network circuit is design and fabricated. The obtained validation results of the SB-NGD
behavior will be discussed by comparison of calculation,
simulation and measurement.
• Then, Section V is the final conclusion of the paper.
II. THEORY OF INDUCTORLESS SB-NGD TOPOLOGY

The present section describes the topological representation
of the SB-NGD passive circuit under study. Then, the ideal
specifications of the SB-NGD function and the associated
characteristics are defined.
A. SB-NGD TOPOLOGY AND VTF EXPRESSION

The circuit representation of the SB-NGD topology is introduced in the present subsection. The innovative circuit constituted by the combination of RC-network based elementary
HP- and LP-NGD composite cells will be studied. Then,
the analytical VTF will be expressed in function of the constituting resistive and capacitive components.
1) TOPOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION

The present topological approach of SB-NGD circuit is based
on the consideration of passive resistive and capacitive network. Fig. 1(a), Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) depict the circuit
representation of LP-, HP- and SB-NGD passive circuit cells,
respectively. We can emphasize that the SB- NGD topology
depicted by Fig. 1(c) is also an HP-LP composite cell. It can
be emphasized that the circuit behaves as an inductorless cell
composed only by RC-network. The considered topology is
constituted by:
• an LP-NGD passive cell presented by Fig. 1(a) with
Rl -series and Rh Ch -series network
• and an HP-NGD passive cell shown by Fig. 1(b)
with a series impedance of Rh Ch -parallel network and
Rl resistance.
VOLUME 9, 2021
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function. In the present subsection, the SB-NGD function
diagram will be defined under the similar ways as the cases
of LP-, HP- and bandpass (BP)-NGD ones.
1) GD DIAGRAM OF IDEAL SB-NGD FUNCTION

Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) represent the ideal GD diagrams illustrating the LP- and HP-NGD function responses, respectively.

FIGURE 1. Topology of (a) LP-NGD cell, (b) HP-NGD cell and
(c) SB-NGD cell.

To elaborate the VTF, the presented cells are assumed
attacked by input voltage, V1 , and output voltage, V2 .
The following paragraph explores the VTF in function of
the resistor and capacitor component parameters.
FIGURE 2. Ideal diagram responses: (a) LP-, (b) HP- and (c) SB-NGD
functions.

2) VTF EXPRESSION OF THE SB-NGD TOPOLOGY
UNDER STUDY

Similar to the filter function analysis, the concrete implementation of the SB-NGD topology is here given through the VTF
defined by:
T (s) =

V2 (s)
V1 (s)

Rh (Rl Cl s + 1)(Rh Ch s + 1)
ζ2 s2 + ζ1 s + ζ0

(2)

with the denominator coefficients:
ζ2 = Rh Ch Rl Cl (Rl + 2Rh )
ζ1 = Ch (R2l + R2h ) + Rl [Rl Cl + Rh (Cl + Ch )]
ζ0 = 2Rl + Rh .

(3)
(4)
(5)

The ideal specifications of the SB-NGD function knowing
this VTF will be described in the following subsection.
B. IDEAL SPECIFICATIONS OF SB-NGD FUNCTION

At this stage, most of electronics engineer are wondering
about the specification method of the unfamiliar SB-NGD
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(1)

by denoting with s = jω, and the angular frequency, ω, is the
Laplace variable. After application of the Kirchhoff circuit
law (KCL), the previous VTF can be rewritten:
T (s) =

The characterizations of these unfamiliar NGD functions
can be described as follows:

•

The GD response associated to the LP-NGD function is
represented GDLP as depicted by Fig. 2(a). This diagram
is characterized by the pair (NGD value, NGD cut off
angular frequency) or (GDl < 0, ωl ).
Then, the HP-NGD response shown by Fig. 2(b) is represented by GDHP . This NGD function is characterized
by the pair (NGD value, NGD cut off angular frequency)
abbreviated by (GDh > 0, ωh ).

The unfamiliar SB-NGD function response is represented
by the diagram GDSB shown by Fig. 2(c). The frequency
response diagram is characterized by the cut-off angular frequencies, ωa < ωb . The associated NGD bandwidth (BW) is
given by:
1ω = ωb − ωa .

(6)

Then, the specific parameters of the negative and positive
GD values can be denoted by GD0 > 0 and GDn < 0,
respectively.
For more detailed analytical approach, the canonical form
of VTF is explored in the subsection.

100143
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C. CANONICAL FORM AND ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION
OF THE SB-NGD VTF

B. SB-NGD ANALYTICAL CHARACTERIZATION

Similar to the BP-NGD case, the canonical form of SB-NGD
function is elaborated in the present subsection. The analytical expression is defined by the second order polynomial
formula:
T (s) =

T0 (s2 + ωn s + ω02 )
s2 + ωd s + ω02

.

(7)

By identification with the VTF written in formula (2),
the parameters of this canonical form can be written as follows:
Rh
Rh + 2Rl
Rh Ch + Rl Cl
ωn =
Rh Ch Rl Cl
R2l (Cl + Ch ) + R2h Ch + Rl Rh (Cl + 3Ch )
ωd =
Rh Ch Rl Cl (2Rl + Rh )
1
ω0 = √
.
Rh Ch Rl Cl
T0 =

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

1) CHARACTHERIZATION AT VLF

We can demonstrate from the magnitude given in equation
(12) that at very low frequencies, we have:
T (ω ≈ 0) = T0 .

III. SB-NGD ANALYSIS OF INDUCTORLESS
SB-NGD CELL UNDER STUDY

The present section introduces the analytical specifications
of SB-NGD function in function of the resistive and capacitive parameters of the circuit topology. The SB-NGD main
characteristics will be exploited.
A. MAGNITUDE ANF GD OF THE SB-NGD VTF

The corresponding magnitude by means of the VTF canonical
form proposed in equation (7). As matter of fact, we have the
magnitude of the canonical form VTF expressed as:
q
T0 (ω02 − ω2 )2 + ωn2 ω2
T (ω) = q
.
(12)
(ω02 − ω2 )2 + ωd2 ω2
The associated VTF phase is given by:
!
!
ωd ω
ωn ω
− arctan
. (13)
ϕ(ω) = arctan
ω02 − ω2
ω02 − ω2
The analytical expression of GD becomes:
GD(ω)


(ωd − ωn )(ω2 +ω02 ) ω4 − (ωn ωd +2ω02 )ω2 +ω04
i
= 
h
ω4 +(ωn2 − 2ω02 )ω2 +ω04 ω4 +(ωp2 − 2ω02 )ω2 +ω04
(14)
These analytical expressions will serve to the SB-NGD
characterization developed in the following subsection.

(15)

Then, it can be established that the GD given in equation
(14) is transformed as:
GD(ω ≈ 0) =

ωd − ωn
.
ω02

(16)

It interesting to underline that this GD is negative when:
ωd ≤ ωn .

Knowing this canonical form, we can develop the SB-NGD
analysis of the circuit presented in Fig. 1(c). The following
section present the analytical result.

100144

The SB-NGD characterization consists in the determination
of the specific values of GDs, frequencies and VTF magnitudes. The specific frequencies for the present theoretical
approach are the initial and very low frequencies (VLF)
where ω ≈ 0 and resonant (ω0 ) ones. The following paragraphs present the analytical expressions of GD and VTF
magnitudes as such frequencies.

(17)

By taking into account relations (8) and (9), the previous
condition implies the following inequality between the resistive and capacitive components of our SB-NGD circuit:
 2

Rl (Cl + Ch ) + R2h Ch
≤ (2Rl + Rh )(Rh Ch + Rl Cl ). (18)
+Rl Rh (Cl + 3Ch )
This inequality constitutes an initial existence condition of
SB-NGD function.
2) ANALYSIS AT THE CENTER FREQUENCY

The SB-NGD analysis is also explored from the VTF canonical form. It consists mainly in the determination of the NGD
cut-off frequencies which are the root of equation:
GD(ω) = 0

(19)

As illustrated by Fig. 2(c), the SB-NGD cut-off frequencies separate the NGD lower and upper frequency bands.
By considering the GD given by equation (14), we can
demonstrate that the associated lower and upper cut-off frequencies formulated as, respectively:
v
q
u
u
ωn ωd − ωn ωd (4ω02 + ωn ωd )
t
(20)
ωa = ω02 +
2
v
q
u
u
ωn ωd + ωn ωd (4ω02 + ωn ωd )
t
ωb = ω02 +
. (21)
2
Moreover, at angular frequency, ω = ω0 , the VTF
magnitude of the HP-LP cell expressed in equation (12) is
simplified as:
T (ω0 ) =

T1 ωn
.
ωd

(22)
VOLUME 9, 2021
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Thus, the GD expressed in equation (14) becomes:
GD(ω0 ) =

2(ωn − ωd )
.
ωn ωd

(23)

Knowing these expressions, we can establish the general
conditions of SB-NGD function existence.
3) GENERAL CONDITION OF SB-NGD FUNCTION EXISTENCE

Following the ideal specification introduced by the diagram
of Fig. 2(c), the GD response can be assumed as SB-NGD
function if the following inequalities are satisfied:
(
GD(ω ≈ 0) < 0
(24)
GD(ω0 ) > 0.
After simplification, both inequalities lead to the following
condition:
Ch (Rl + Rh ) ≤ Rl Cl .

(25)

This later condition will serve to choose the resistor
and capacitor components for designing a SB-NGD circuit
prototype.
The next subsection will be devoted to the prescription of
LP-HP circuit parameters with respect to the desired SB NGD
specifications.
C. SYNTHESIS EQUATIONS OF THE RESISTORS AND
CAPACITORS CONSTITUTING THE SB-NGD CELL

The design of the HP-LP NGD composite cell can be performed with respect to the targeted SB-NGD specifications.
For example, given the attenuation A, we can solve the
equation:
T (ω0 ) = A.

(26)

The SB-NGD cell can be synthesized by solving the
derived equation:


GD0 1ω(ξ + GD0 1ω)
T (ω0 ) = T0 1 +
(27)
8
with:
ξ=

p
16 + (GD0 1ω)2 .

(28)

The other equation is based on the given GD value:
GD(ω0 ) = GD0 > 0

(29)

at the angular frequency, ω0 , and bandwidth, 1ω. We can
demonstrate by inverting equations (26) and (29) that the
SB NGD canonical TF parameters can be determined by the
relations:
1ω(ξ + GD0 1ω)
4
1ω(ξ − GD0 1ω)
ωd =
.
4
ωn =

VOLUME 9, 2021

(30)
(31)

By fixing, Rh , the main unknowns of the inductorless SB
NGD circuit synthesis are Rl , Cl , and Ch . By taking into
account equation (9) and equation (10), we have:
Rh [8 − 8A + GD0 1ω(ξ + GD0 1ω)]
(32)
Rl =
16T0


1ωT0 ξ (1 − T02 ) + GD0 1ω(1 + 8T0 − T02 )
(33)
Cl =
2Rh ω02 (3T0 + 1)(T0 − 1)2
1ωT0 [ξ (T0 − 1) + GD0 1ω(3 + T0 )]
Ch =
.
(34)
2Rh ω02 (3T0 + 1)(T0 − 1)2
The existence of these component values depends on conditions (Rl > 0, Cl > 0, Ch > 0). Therefore, the synthesis
must satisfy the conditions:
GD0 1ω(ξ + GD0 1ω)
A<1+
(35)
8
ξ + GD0 1ω
8GD0 1ω
T0 −
<0
(36)
T02 −
ξ + GD0 1ω
ξ + GD0 1ω
ξ − 3GD0 1ω
.
(37)
T0 >
ξ + GD0 1ω
To verify the design feasibility of the SB NGD topology,
a PoC investigated by simulation and measurement will be
depicted and studied in the following section.
IV. CALCULATED, SIMULATED AND EXPERIMENTED
SB-NGD RESULTS

The present section focuses on the feasibility study of the
LP-HP composite NGD circuit design. The practical study
will be developed with an RC-network prototype. After the
PoC description, the calculated, simulated and measured
results are discussed. Then, sensitivity analyses (SAs) with
respect to +/−5% relative variation of the inductorless circuit
constituting elements are presented.
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE INDUCTORLESS
SB-NGD POC PROTOTYPES

The prototype of LP-HP composite NGD circuit was implemented on Cu-metalized FR4 dielectric substrate in hybrid
technology with surface mounted device (SMD) of resistor
and capacitor elements. The components are provided by the
manufacturer with +/−5% relative tolerances. The proofof-concept circuit was design with synthesis equation (32),
equation (33) and equation (34). The ideal values of components, Rl , Cl and Ch were determined by these formulas, respectively. The NGD circuit prototype introduced was
designed and fabricated. Fig. 3(a) shows the schematic of
the designed circuit in the schematic environment of the
electronic and RF/microwave circuit simulator ADS R from
Keysight Technologies. The fabricated prototype is shown
in Fig. 3(b).
The electrical parameters of this prototype are indicated
in Table 1.
B. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE OF THE SB-NGD CIRCUIT

The validation of the considered SB-NGD circuit is performed by means of S-parameter measurement technique.
100145
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FIGURE 5. Experimental setup of the LP-HP composite SB-NGD circuit
prototype.
FIGURE 3. (a) Schematic and (b) photograph of the SB-NGD circuit
prototype (size 28 mm × 21 mm).

TABLE 1. Parameters of the LP-HP Composite NGD Prototype.

The experimental test was carried out by using a VNA with
reference Rohde & Schwarz ZNB 20, within the frequency
band 100 kHz to 20 GHz.
2) TRANSFORM EQUATION TO DETERMINE THE
MEASURED VTF FROM THE S-PARAMETERS

The measured data were recorded in touchstone format. The
data are represented as f -frequency dependent 2-D S-matrix.
In other words, the raw data are two-dimensional matrix of
complex numbers represented by:


S11 (jf ) S12 (jf )
.
(38)
[S(jf )] =
S21 (jf ) S22 (jf )
The measured VTF of the tested LP-HP composite NGD
circuit is extracted from S-parameters. The S-parameter to
VTF transform is represented by the following relation:
T (jf ) =

FIGURE 4. Illustrative diagram of the SB-NGD circuit measurement.

S21 (jf )
.
[1 + S11 (jf )] [1 − S22 (jf )] + S12 (jf )S21 (jf )

(39)

The obtained validation results of the SB-NGD circuit from
this test will be presented in the following paragraph.
3) MEASURED S-PARAMETERS OF THE SB-NGD CIRCUIT

The following paragraph describes the performed technique
and the results post-processing in order to extract the VTF.
1) DESCRIPTION OF THE SB-NGD CIRCUIT
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fig. 4 shows the illustrative diagram of the measurement technique of the SB-NGD circuit under study. The measurement
is based on the consideration of two-port Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA) connected to the SB-NGD circuit which is
assumed as the device under test.
Fig. 5 presents the realized photograph of the experimental
setup including the fabricated SB-NGD circuit prototype.
100146

The S-parameter measurement was made in the frequency
band from 1 MHz to 200 MHz. Fig. 6 plots the magnitudes of measured data. In top, we have reflection coefficient, S11 which decreased from about −10 dB to −25 dB.
In the medium, the transmission coefficient represented by
S12 = S21 is plotted.
This graph presents concave shape with a maximum value
of about −9.43 dB at about 29 MHz. Thus, the bottom plot is
the output reflection coefficient presented by S22 . It increases
with the frequency from about −12 dB to −6 dB. By using
the S-parameters to VTF transform expressed by equation (39), the measured VTF was determined. The following
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 6. Measured S-parameters of the SB-NGD circuit.
FIGURE 8. Semi-logarithmic plots of calculated, simulated, and measured
VTF (a) magnitudes and (b) phases of SB-NGD circuit prototype.

FIGURE 7. Comparisons of calculated, simulated, and measured VTF
(a) magnitudes and (b) phases of SB-NGD circuit prototype.

subsections describe the comparative and SA results of magnitudes and GDs.
C. DISCUSSION ON THE SB-NGD VALIDATION RESULTS

The experimental validation of the SB-NGD function exhibited by the LP-HP composite NGD topology under study
is proved by analytically calculated (‘‘Calc.’’), simulated
(‘‘Simu.’’) with ADS R , and measured (‘‘Meas.’’) results.
The calculated results were obtained with a program developed in MATLAB R using VTF magnitude given by equation (15) and GD written by equation (17) of the tested
circuits. The calculated, simulated, and measured VTF magnitudes and phases of the LP-HP composite NGD prototype
VOLUME 9, 2021

FIGURE 9. Comparisons of calculated, simulated, and measured VTF GDs
of the SB-NGD circuit prototype in (a) wide and (b) narrow band.

are plotted in Figs. 7 and the corresponding semilogarithmic
plots shown by Figs. 8. We can emphasize that the three different sets of data present a very good agreement. Moreover,
the results displayed in Figs. 9 confirm the SB-NGD function
generated by the LP-HP composite circuit. The corresponding semi-logarithmic plots of GD are shown by Figs. 10.
The frequency band of the LP-NGD response delimited to
fa = 9.15 MHz, given in equation (23), can be understood
with the wideband plot of Fig. 9(a). The measured NGD is
around to −3.25 ns. The upper NGD frequency band starts
100147
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FIGURE 11. Mappings of LP-HP NGD composite circuit (a) GD and (b) VTF
magnitudes with respect to (Rh , f ).

FIGURE 10. Semi-logarithmic plots of calculated, simulated, and
measured VTF GDs of the SB-NGD circuit prototype in (a) wide and
(b) narrow band.

TABLE 2. Comparison of Calculated, Simulated and Measured SB-NGD
Specifications.

from fb = 98.3 MHz, defined in equation (24). The optimal
NGD value in the higher frequencies is −56 ps. Table 2
indicates the comparison of SB-NGD specifications with
measured center frequency of approximately f0 = 32 MHz.
The slight differences between the calculated and measured
magnitudes of about 0.15 dB is due to the relative tolerances
of the components.
We can underline from Fig. 9(a) that the GD is flatter
in lower SB frequency band than in the upper one. This
behavior of NGD response flatness aspect can be analytically
explained by the polynomial analytical model of the SB-NGD
GD expressed in equation (17). In fact, if the frequency
increases that GD trends to the asymptotic value. However,
at very low frequency, we have the LP-NGD aspect which
presents a significant variation from very low frequency to
the lower cut-off frequency. The flatness of lower SB-NGD
band can be improved by designing several SB-NGD cells.
To illustrate this effect, sensitivity analyses were performed with results discussed in the following subsections.
D. SA WITH RESPECT TO Rh , Rl , Ch AND Cl

The SAs of the LP-HP composite NGD circuit were carried out with MATLAB R calculations of VTF proposed in
100148

FIGURE 12. (a) GD at center frequency, (b) f0 , (c) bandwidth and (d) VTF
magnitudes versus Rh .

equation (15). The SA computations were performed by linearly varying the four constituting components with relative
variation of about +/−5% around the calculated ideal values introduced in Table 1. The following paragraphs present
the obtained results with respect to the pair-couples (Rh , f ),
(Rl , f ), (Ch , f ) and (Cl , f ), respectively.
1) INFLUENCE OF Rh

Fig. 11(a) introduces the obtained mapping of GD with
respect to the couple (Rh , f ). As the NGD behavior at higher
frequencies is less significant than at lower frequencies,
the mappings are plotted in semi-logarithmic scale. It can
be underlined that the GD is negative at lower and higher
frequencies as expected for the SB-NGD behavior.
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 15. Mappings of LP-HP NGD composite circuit (a) GD and (b) VTF
magnitudes with respect to (Ch , f ).
FIGURE 13. Mappings of LP-HP NGD composite circuit (a) GD and (b) VTF
magnitudes with respect to (Rl , f ).

FIGURE 14. (a) GD at center frequency, (b) f0 , (c) bandwidth and (d) VTF
magnitudes versus Rl .

It can be understood from Figs. 12 that the SB NGD bandwidths vary inversely proportional to Rh . Fig. 11(b) shows the
mapping of the VTF magnitude from the SA of resistor Rh .
2) INFLUENCE OF Rl

Fig. 13(a) shows the mapping of GD with respect to the
couple (Rl , f ). Fig. 13(b) represent the associated magnitude
mapping. Both figures are plotted in semi-logarithmic scale.
As seen in Figs. 14, the SB NGD bandwidths vary proportionally to Rl . In this case, we can see again the SBNGD behavior
is conserved despite the variation of the resistor element.
3) INFLUENCE OF Ch

Figs. 15(a) depicts the variation of the GD plotted in
semi-logarithmic scale with respect to the couple (Ch , f ).
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FIGURE 16. (a) GD at center frequency, (b) f0 , (c) bandwidth and (d) VTF
magnitudes versus Ch .

Once again, the GD is clearly negative at very low and higher
frequencies. This confirms the SB-NGD behavior signature.
Fig. 15(b) reports the associated magnitude. As depicted by
Figs. 16, the SB NGD bandwidths vary inversely proportional
to Ch and it is very interesting to emphasize that the magnitude at the center frequency is not sensitive to the capacitor
variation.
4) INFLUENCE OF Cl

Figs. 17(a) represents the 2-D mapping of the GD plotted
in semi-logarithmic scale with respect to the couple (Cj , f ).
Fig. 17(b) reports the associated magnitude. Once again,
the GD is clearly negative at very low and higher frequencies. It can be pointed out from Figs. 18 that the SB-NGD
bandwidths vary proportionally to Cl . This result confirms
the SB-NGD behavior signature.
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TABLE 3. Minimal and Maximal Parameters from SAs.

TABLE 4. Comparison OF NGD Circuits Design.
FIGURE 17. Mappings of LP-HP NGD composite circuit (a) GD and (b) VTF
magnitudes with respect to (Cl , f ).

5) INFLUENCE ON SB-NGD SPECIFICATIONS

It can be deduced from the previous sensitivity analyses
that the SB-NGD characteristics are slightly influenced by
the resistive and capacitive component relative variations.
Nevertheless, the range of GD value, center frequency, NGD
cut-off frequencies and VTF magnitude needs to be assessed.
The minimal and maximal values associated the SB NGD
specifications in the range of SA values are summarized
in Table 3.

FIGURE 18. (a) GD at center frequency, (b) f0 , (c) bandwidth and (d) VTF
magnitudes versus Cl .

•

E. COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN DIFFERENT
TYPES OF NGD CIRCUIT

Despite the previous validation study, we may wonder about
the original NGD specification of the SB-NGD circuit under
study. To avoid this ambiguity, a comparative study between
different lumped element based different types of NGD circuits available in the literature [13]–[17], [28]–[35] is drawn
in the present subsection.
The performed comparative study can be summarized
by Table 4.
The study is essentially focused on the types of NGD
function, passive or active circuit design and the presence of
inductor lumped element. We can report from this state of the
art that:
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•
•

•

The existing LP-NGD circuits [13], [14], [28], [29]
were designed and implemented with both passive and
active circuits and also the possibility with and without
inductor.
The available design of few HP-NGD circuits [17], [30]
are implemented as passive circuit.
The most developed design of NGD circuits [13], [17],
[31]–[35] are presenting BP-NGD type. In the summary
table, it can be pointed out that the BP-NGD devices
are designed active and passive lumped R, L and C
component-based circuits.
Because of the difficult counter intuitive interpretation,
very few studies were made on the SB-NGD circuit [30].
The proposed innovative SB-NGD circuit is presenting
an advantage in terms of design simplicity and also the
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integrability because of the inductorless aspect. It is
easier to control the flatness with RC-based network
compared to RLC one. However, it is easier to control the
maximal NGD absolute value with RLC-network based
SB-NGD circuit.
V. CONCLUSION

Progressive research works on the NGD circuit design
[9]–[23] were performed in the two-last decade. But the NGD
design engineering is still unfamiliar to most of electronic
engineers. To deal with this unsuccess, a classification of
NGD circuit topologies consisted of LP-, HP- and BP-NGD
function was initiated [12]. But so far, very less study is
available on the SB-NGD circuit design.
An innovative circuit theory of SB-NGD topology is studied. The SB-NGD circuit constituted by HP-NGD NGD
composite cell. The proposed SB-NGD topology operate
only with RC-network. The passive circuit topology under
study does not operate with resonant or LC-network and
it operates without inductor lumped element. The SB-NGD
transfer function canonical form is established. The synthesis
equations allowing to determine the constituting RC-network
parameters in function of the desired SB-NGD specifications
are established. The performance of SB-NGD can be assessed
with:
• The absolute value of NGD in the first and the second
frequency bands,
• The bigger value of lower cut-off frequency fa can be
very useful in terms of applications,
• The GD flatness is very important between 0 Hz and the
half of fa ,
• The SB-NGD circuit performance can be assessed with
the flatness of GD in the expected operation frequency
band,
The SB-NGD theory effectiveness is validated by experiments with an inductorless circuit PoC. The obtained results
confirm the validity of the SB-NGD inductorless topology.
As expected, a very good agreement between the calculation, simulation and measurement results is obtained and
discussed. Further SAs were performed to highlight how
each resistive and capacitive element affect the SB-NGD
characteristics.
It is noteworthy that based on the best knowledge of
the authors, there is no prototyping and validation study
of SB-NGD circuit available in the literature. Nevertheless,
we can state that the particular advantages of the developed
SB NGD circuit design are:
• The SB-NGD circuit design simplicity with simple
lumped components.
• The present study confirms the possibility of inductorless SB-NGD design. In fact, this point enables to envisage a potential miniaturization of SB-NGD circuit and
also the possibility to operate at several tens gigahertz.
• Based on the previous advantage, the SB-NGD circuit is
expected to be exploited for the innovative design of RF
and microwave functions in the future.
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